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Introduction
As of this writing, we’ve counted 148 drawings and paintings for installation in this 45-year survey of the work of David
Schirm. David audibly gasped with a mixture of surprise and delight when we told him this number. But something of this
sensorial overload was always our intention. When we discussed a survey with David, we felt intuitively that a conventional
hanging would woefully undersell the whole point of the project. We told him we wanted to hang as many works as
possible—floor to ceiling, edge to edge. John said, “David, if that means a hundred paintings, that’s what it’s going to be.”
A quaint estimate, as it turned out.
Part of our motivation was to maximaize Hallwalls’ reasonably modest physical space—sixteen various walls and wall
sections, but only within 1,500 square feet. But a larger part of our curatorial impetus was (as it sometimes is with curators)
the desire the see the work this way. To be entirely surrounded by Schirm in all directions, in varying scales, and across
several decades. As of this writing, we haven’t installed anything yet, but we’ve laughed in delight, anticipating an
environment that will (we hope) accentuate the consistencies of his work over time—his palette, his mark making, and the
recurring themes that exist in his work—love and strife, empathy and pointed anger, and the endlessly ambiguous spaces
within which the viewer encounters and defines their own emotions about the world and all that it contains, all that it ought
to contain, all that it dreams.
It was our utter delight and honor to work with David throughout the summer of 2017. Like many artists, he frequently
spoke with great ambiguity about his work—if he didn’t remember the title of a work, he was completely willing to go with
whatever he came up with on the spot— but he was also full of hilarious anecdotes. He was a great sport to indulge our
interest in seeing as much as he would show us, pulling down from the attic of his barn works which he himself had not
unwrapped in years. He is filled with endless grace, generosity, and good humor and we adore him for it.
In its own way, this catalogue adopts a similarly unconventional attitude as our selection and installation. It will appear at
first that our Q&A pursues some kind of chronology, but that doesn’t last long, quickly getting lost in lots of other questions,
the answers to which reverberate back and forth throughout his career.
Given that most surveys tend to lack something in the end, we hope our approach satisfies both artist and viewer.

JOHN MASSIER
REBECCA WING

Q: where were you born? What did your parents do?
DS: I was born in Pittsburgh, PA in 1945. My father managed the meat department for the A&P grocery
store where he would get up at 5:30am five days a week and drive 40 minutes to work every day but
Sunday and Tuesday, his days off. He also made aquariums in the basement for the Pittsburgh Public
Schools using the cement his father had invented. He taught me how to do it and I helped him a bit.
It was an interesting process that included soldering, cutting glass and slate. Nothing like todays aquariums you buy at Petco. Together, they made aquariums of various sizes for people like the Carnegies and
Fricks. He made me one that was 18”h x 72”l x 6”w. He always wanted to be a carpenter but after the
war he took a job doing some of the things he did in the 8th grade, his last formal education. My mother took care of the home and clerked at the drug store. She ironed my sister’s puffy sleeve dresses over
a light bulb and ironed the sheets. At 80+ she still flipped her mattress and her apartment was spotless.

Q: Do you recall an early experience that prompted your
interest in becoming an artist?
DS: I have been told that in kindergarten I was uncommunicative except when it came to working at the
easel and building with really large blocks: the story of my life today. I still remember the first artwork
I did and I loved coloring books and going to church school and hearing stories being told while the
teacher placed felt figures on a green felt board. Of course, David and Goliath was my favorite.

Q: Can you describe that first artwork you made?
DS: It was a symmetrical design connecting the four corners of a square with sharp-nosed football-like
links in bright colors.

Q: Is there any imagery, a color palette, or sense of space
that you connect to moments from your childhood?
DS: My childhood was all about WWII and images from that time. My father had a photo album of
images from Okinawa. It wasn’t pretty. One image I remember was of a small mountain—and I mean
that of dead bodies being buried by a bulldozer. Others were of him and a mate holding up the burnt
genital remains of an enemy soldier. When I asked him about it he just looked over from reading a
newspaper and said, “I guess we were a bit ghoulish.” My uncle who never served had a subscription to
magazines that were filled with images of concentration camps and their victims. One that I remember
in particular was about “The Bitch of Buchenwald” who made lampshades from the tattooed skins of
Jewish prisoners.
After moving to the suburbs where my father bought a house in a subdivision placed on top of an
abandoned strip mine, I played in the eroded gullies and woods behind the house that we pretended
were trenches. At that time, Pittsburgh glowed orange at night from the steel mills, all of this contrasting with the green Pennsylvania hills. Steel and coal mining were still huge and on the hill opposite the
school I attended was a seam that leaked methane gas that burned continuously for years. People who
lived below that seam in an area called Coal Hollow mined coal in their backyards for a subsistence living. Stories from that area informed some of my later work including the Hawks Nest disaster in nearby
West Virginia.
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Q: Was there anything other than an artist that you
wanted to be when you grew up?
DS: Oh, sure. I wanted to be a baseball player and modeled my fielding after the Pirates second baseman, Bill Mazeroski, who could seem to glide between first and second bases. He hit the homerun that
beat the Yankees in the 1960 World Series. I quit art lessons at the museum to play baseball instead.
I was a good fielder but couldn’t hit very well. After the first semester at Carnegie Mellon, I decided
that I was an artist, not a designer or anything else. I think it fit with my sense of the absurd and with
how I was treated by artists who taught there. They took me seriously and I still regard with humor and
fondness some of the things that were said to me. George Abend helped me with my first paint order
from Bay City Paint in California and Joop Sanders said some wonderfully insulting things. The most
informative teacher was Joanne Maier. We became friends and she invited Beth and me to speak some
years later.

Q: Was “being an artist” even a reasonable option when
you were young? Not that it’s reasonable today, but did
your parents have different expectations of you?
DS: My parents wanted me to be an architect or industrial designer. So, no, and it wasn’t until years
later that they even began to understand any of it when my father asked me how much one of my
paintings sold for as we walked through the Directions exhibition at the Hirshhorn Museum. His jaw
dropped as he realized it was half his yearly salary. That mattered more than having taught at Carnegie
Mellon, UCLA, or USC. My art meant so little to them that they went to their bowling banquet instead
of the Directions opening. They did seem impressed by my inclusion in the Carnegie International when
they attended a black tie dinner with me in the Carnegie “throne room,” a green marble and gilt room
with a statue of Carnegie sitting elevated at one end.

Invitation for Hybrids: works from 1979—1981, Siegel Contemporary Art Inc., 29 East 73rd St, NYC,
December 9, 1981 to January 16, 1982
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Two Sages Discuss The Future, 1991, oil on panel, 23 x 23.75 in

First Signs, 1987, acrylic, masonic, wood, 48 x 39 in

Q: Did you enlist in the service or were you drafted? And
when did you join?
DS: I enlisted in 1967 thinking I might do something good and with my family’s background of father
and uncles serving in WWII and the Korean War, it was nearly automatic. At the time, you could enlist
for two years if you went to Officer Candidate School. After six months, they threw me out for letting
my platoon eat ice cream bars. Then I went to Vietnam as a combat engineer.

Q: we only have one overt “army drawing” in the show,
but there are multiple pieces that call back to war and
violence. Did your experience in the service solidify a
personal viewpoint on these subjects?
DS: Yes. Old people sending young people to die or come back destroyed physically and emotionally.
When I lived in LA there were supposed to be 10,000 homeless Vietnam veterans in the city. Multiply
that by the number and sizes of cities in the US and you get the bigger picture of the actual cost of that
war beyond the dead. I was in an engineer battalion for most of my time and not a front line infantry
soldier but we were occasionally shelled and events were often just lucky, with violence one day and
nothing the next. When you see kids with limbs blown off, it’s an image that sticks. When you see the
waste to a country in the midst of its beauty, that sticks with you as well. When the first Gulf War
began, I howled in the snow. I couldn’t believe there was another one. The military doublespeak series
came from there with titles like, Soft Targets (people), Servicing the Targets, (bombing) and Collateral
Damage (the unlucky civilians). These were all terms used to disguise the horrific.
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A Saint Withstands A One-Sided Argument, 1983, graphite on paper, 22 x 30, Collection of Kateri Gemperlein-Schirm

Q: Chance is one of the few “army works” in the show and
its most striking aspect is the image of tracers cutting
through the night sky, a formal gesture that connects
to many gestures that would follow in its wake. Can you
talk about that particular mark?
DS: The original title was A tale from a war I knew. It is about me sleeping behind rows of barbed wire
while a childhood baseball teammate was killed. His name was Bill Porter, Jr. He had been wounded
twice and he stayed outside the perimeter at night rather than risk coming through the wire and getting
shot by “friendly fire.” Someone who was supposed to stay awake didn’t and everyone in the squad had
their throats cut. Many years later, after my Dad died and Bill Porter, Sr’s. wife died, the senior married
my mother. As Kurt Vonnegot would say, “Imagine that.” The mark you are referring to is in a sense the
most terrifying since a tracer is a round that burns on the way to the target. It is every fourth round in
a belt of ammunition, and you actually see it at night. It was ubiquitous in WWII films that I saw growing up whether it be aerial dogfights, ground to air fire or ground to ground. “Puff,” the AC-47 gunships
were outfitted with electric mini-guns that could place a bullet in every square foot of a football field in
a matter of seconds, firing 2000 rounds per minute. Since every fourth round was a tracer you would
see a “bar of light” at night followed by an electronic buzz as these planes fired their guns. Both the
early exposure to tracers and the gunships left a lasting impression.

Chance, 1983, graphite on paper, 22 x 30 in, Collection of Alex Will

Q: Occasionally, when you have spoken of the Vietnam
War, you have used a tone that sounds somewhat spellbound, a recollection tinged with disbelief that you had
that experience and witnessed that time. You don’t seem
“haunted” by the experience in any way, but it does seem
to have had a profound effect.
DS: It took me two years to laugh when I came back. It had its moments of the terrible and the absurd.
Our side didn’t always seem competent, like when it took forty-five minutes to send up a flare over the
swamp after I called it in after seeing someone moving out there. Then there was Agent Orange
defoliation and Dragon Mountain that we strafed and bombed nightly only to have the Viet Cong
reemerge to shell us. In its way, it was a rite of passage that many of my friends avoided. It created
a sympathy for anyone who served, a quality of shared grief for all the participants whether soldiers,
enemy, or especially the civilians, some of whom lost their livelihoods or had their homes turned into
burning mountains of shit. This is literally true. I walked in the smoke.

Q: There are obviously visual gestures derived from your
army experience. And it’s no surprise that a war would
have a significant visual impact on a budding artist.
What were some of the most impactful and lasting
images from that time?
DS: The jungles and kids swimming in the river below the shit burning mountain; the laser-like bars of
light from Puff, the gunship; the mountain that was green one month and sticks and stones the next;
the Montagards who looked terrifying, with M-1 rifles as tall as they were; the line company in the
jungles with stereo systems; the bridge over the river that was so narrow the wheels of the truck
I drove over it barely fit and looking down at the translucent fish; the sideways rain; the dog who had
puppies under my bunk; the major’s hat blowing off into the minefield and the look of expectation on
his face wanting me to go and retrieve it for him; the typhoon; the shooting of the strays; the elephant
hunter; the starfish nailed to the shack wall; the Buddhist temple with twinkle lights; the mosquitoes;
sleeping in the puddles; throwing stones at the roof of the sergeant’s Quonset hut; the flowers; the
wounded kids; the trooper with the fungus moustache; the Phantom jets; the giant lizards; the snakes;
lunch in Nha Trang; the Koreans; the Air Force base food line; showering in the rain from 4:00pm to
4:23pm; kids along the road selling Cokes; the hole in the roof of my hooch from the unexploded shell
that came through and hit my bunk when I wasn’t there; the coconut grove before twenty-five died;
the white cranes sitting on the barbed wire overlooking the swamp and minefields.

Q: Did you know going into the service that art was
ultimately your calling or did a transformation take
place during your experience?
DS: Well, on guard duty one night I realized how vulnerable I was and how serendipitous life was there
and that at any moment someone who didn’t know me could kill me. I remember laughing to myself
thinking, “What’s the most absurd thing I could do with my life?” and realized it was making art.
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Howling At Yet Another War, 1991, graphite on paper, 30 x 22 in

Q: Without putting too fine a point on it or over- emphasizing it, we couldn’t help but notice that in our grouping of works—the titles of which we learned after our
selection—there are six works that allude to the same
thing: Blood and Milk, Blood Bay, Blood Cloud, Blood
On Snow, Blood Pool, and Blood Splash. We know you
are not insistent on the importance of titles, but we have
to query you on the recurrence of blood. Conceptually
or just visually.
DS: Beginning when I was little, I saw a crossing guard get run over by a street car and have her leg
severed; a man lying in his backyard in the mud after he was struck by lightning; an epileptic split his
head open on the floor; the aftermath of a gunshot suicide; a man lying on a “red carpet” after falling
from the roof; Madonna con leche paintings at the Prado; stories from the Civil War where Antietam
Creek ran red with blood; the battle of Chickamauga where the limbs were shot off all the trees while
the dead lay in the mud covered with peach blossoms while pigs fed on the bodies; the bay where
whales were slaughtered; and on and on. It’s sometimes visual, sometimes from things I’ve seen
such as the aftermath of a deadly forest encounter. It is one of our liquids.
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Blood Cloud, 2016, oil on canvas, 22 x 33 in, Collection of the Artist

Blood Pool, 1998, oil on canvas, 54 5/8 x 60 5/8 in

Blood Snow, 1998, oil on canvas, 58.25 x 70.5 in, Collection of Kateri Gemperlein-Schirm
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Q: your early paintings frequently included hybrid
elements of sculpted or ribbonned materials or even
objects adhered to the canvas—but that practice didn’t
last in your work. What appealed to you about that
methodology initially and why did it eventually vanish?
DS: It was about adding a visual charge to my work. I think some of it came from Hans Hoffman who
built up three-dimensional layers on work but some of it came from the work of Arp and Tinguely and
the fun of it. It made the work more real than simply painting the forms flatly. This practice also related
to some idea of a Zen garden where a change of texture underfoot would cause you to see the garden
in a different way. The additions worked like that for me. After some years, the work became first more
lyrical with smaller objects within an atmosphere that was related to water or space and included
plastics, strings of pearls, and drawing on the surface. Finally, they began to become narrative with
found objects like jeweled bananas and rubber gorillas until the last of that series, Stay out of the
Meadow, that was about a landscape that was repeatedly engulfed with war, much like the fields
of Europe. After that, it became clear that I couldn’t tell stories very easily by assembling them on
canvases so I stopped and did drawings for a year, doing one a week.
Even though I did drawings for a year without painting at all, it wasn’t a clean break. Then I moved to
New York City and had a large roughly plastered wall in my studio in Brooklyn. I painted over the wall
with two colors and scratched through the first layer creating a sgraffito effect similar to a scratchboard.
The painting was narrative, based upon the drawings I executed directly on the walls. After moving to
Buffalo, I followed a similar method but constructed the “walls” from wood panels. To these I applied
a rough texture and scratched through to reveal a sub-surface color and embedded a wide variety of
objects in the surface, a kind of tramp art memory jar of a painting. The four paintings were called The
Story Man. These were large, as high as 17’ and 20’ long. The largest of these became the outside wall
of our first studio in the barn and was later destroyed by birds. I continued with the sgraffito and produced paintings like The History of Man, Pleasure and Pain and Tiennes Cuidado de the Meadow. After
that, I made smaller paintings without anything attached that were narrative in nature and focused on
the camouflage clothing company in town and on the woods behind the house. Eventually all the sgraffito elements left and the paintings became entirely flat except for some routered panels that I made.
These had elements of wood, holes in their surfaces and reconstituted Masonite. During that time I
also produced a number of painted clay sculptures based upon The Towers of Silence on top of which
the dead were laid.

Licorice Mama, 1973, acrylic hybrid, 40 x 34 in, Collection of Kateri Gemperlein-Schirm
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Sensitivity Giving Birth To Cheap Hamburgers, 1982, acrylic hybrid, 65.5 x 48.5 in, Collection of Kateri Gemperlein-Schirm

Q: You don’t seem to have done as many drawings since
the early 2000s as you did earlier in your career. Is there
a reason for that?
A: I haven’t done as many complex drawings, but have done some simple small ones in ink based upon
subjects like mosquitos in India sucking me dry, the notion of paradise, or how a French cow dies every
year from unexploded munitions left over from wars dating as far back as 1895. I also do a valentine
drawing each year for Beth, which is something I learned from Duayne Hatchett. I just don’t focus on
it like I used to do and there’s the time element, but after looking at them again I think I might try one.
A number of those were done out of inner anger and now my anger is out there and screaming at the
TV every morning at “he who must not be named.” It’s also difficult to reach out to the “bigger picture”
and to make something that is inclusive of larger realities and not settle for an illustration of the
obvious.

Musical Filet, 1973, graphite on paper, 20 x 24 in
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Q: When you look back through the entirety of your
body of work, and earlier, can you recall the origin of
some of these formal gestures?
DS: I was struck by meanderings, drawings done by early people without being sequential in either
time or image relationships, sometimes just a whole clan dragging their fingers through clay. Song
lines also seemed amazing, to think of movements of people over time and across a landscape. Everything being sung into existence, a sense of primal markings and making. I had a sense of touching that
through the making of marks that related to archetypal forms that owed as much to nature as they did
to the abstract, walking that edge between the two.

Q: Love is not an overt or obvious theme in your work,
but it also seems to permeate the works and not always
in literal ways. Love and empathy emerge from the paint
itself, its richness, its expansive and all-encompassing
visual fields. Love also seems to be in potential peril, as in
Love Attacked By Sex And Other Diversions. It manages to
be both beautiful and hauntingly lonely. Is love and its
uncertainty a pervading and vexing concern?
DS: I think for most people. A zillion songs, movies, books seem to be substantial evidence to that.

Love Attacked By Sex And Other Diversions, 1983, graphite on paper, 22 x 30 in

Q: A big part of wanting to do a voluminous survey of your work and hang an excess selection
from floor to ceiling and edge to edge was to
display the consistency and development of your
mark-making over time. Short line strokes relate
to tracer rounds. Pyramidal forms relate to slender plants or spores, as well as hooded figures,
hills, and mountains. Other plant forms mimic falling bombs. Circles manifest in numerous ways. A
sense of patterning grows increasingly dense over
time. Was there a point where you began to consciously recognize and utilize your own specific
language of forms? What do you feel are your goto gestures, the ones to which you repeatedly and
intuitively return?
A: Circles, flames, flowers, insect and plant forms, and bombs from WWII repeat in a number of works.
The first abstract drawings were attempts to overload an ability to easily organize and allow for the
continuous reorganization of line, form, or imagery as you looked at a drawing. I also made a conscious
effort to never make the same mark twice in the same way. The early paintings were also organized in
this way with activity organizing and reorganizing as you looked at it. The three-dimensional elements
would help to throw off an ability to organize. The paintings have evolved as expansive additions of
rhythms in the larger works to a contained OCD in the more recent smaller paintings.
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Threatening Sky, 2016, oil on canvas, 12 x 16 in, Collection of Elizabeth Gemperlein

The History of the World — Pleasure and Pain, 1989, oil on canvas, 60 x 167 in
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Q: Eastern religions and mythologies frequently play a
role in your paintings. What impact or importance do
they hold for you?
DS: I read a lot of Chinese philosophy when I was an undergraduate and before leaving for Vietnam,
I picked up a small copy of the Bhagavad Gita and took it with me. I didn’t know why I took it with me
and only found out later that it was about a warrior’s duty. When I read it years later, I felt like an idiot
for not knowing what it was about. Several years after leaving the army I found a book called
Ramakrishna and His Disciples in the free book bin at a food co-op. It made sense to me and over
time I became involved with Vedantic literature and met a number of Swamis who had an impact.
One in particular, Swami Nisreyasanda, was a Hatha yogi and extreme storyteller. He was in tune with
everything around him. After moving to LA, I spent several years associated with the Vedanta Society
of Southern California at which Christopher Isherwood had helped with the Gita translation I had read.
Imagine that. I still have an affinity for Buddhist temples where the “silence of the world” fills you,
and I hope I live with a sense of kindness and empathy for people.
Stories from Eastern philosophies have often initiated works like the pavilion paintings that relate to
Radha and Krishna. The victory garden paintings and others relate to the act of realization and play
back to the victory gardens of WWII. Religion in general is an area that has meaning to me whether it
is poking at it or embracing it. It is something that has given a lot of meaning to some, caused a lot of
pain to others, and often works against its stated better natures.

Q: Recently, you’ve been producing small portrait works
of hooded figures, which may be burkas or terrorist
hoods or simply masked coverings. How did this series
arise?
DS: I’ve made several trips to India and it was during one in 1995 that I saw a painting of a hooded
form decorated with florets. It stayed with me for a long time. I did some early sketches but nothing
else until this year. The shape itself has two meanings for me. One—when the eye space is an open
rectangle—is more related to the burka while the individual eye openings relate to the terrorist hood.
In the painting Stoned, I hope it is read as sympathy toward women who are killed for violating fundamentalist beliefs. I don’t know how much further I will take these, but I envision that they will either
become something like Mondrian’s “plus and minus drawings” or move into a political landscape.

The Buddha Journeys To Hell To Save Someone Who Was Falsely Condemned, 1995 23
graphite on paper, 22 x 30 in, Collection of Alex Will

(clockwise from top left) Hiding In Plain Sight, 2017, oil on canvas, 20 x 16, Collection of Kateri Gemperlein-Schirm; Party At Vuillard’s,
2017, oil on canvas, 21 5/8 x 22, Collection of Ridley Gemperlein; Shatter, 2017, oil on canvas, 20 x 16 in; Teenage Terrorist, all 2017,
oil on canvas, 20 x 16 in, Collection of Riddley Gemperlein

Q: While your drawings and paintings sometimes are
overtly representational, they just as frequently move
into territories of ambiguity and abstraction. Many of
your later paintings treat the representational as
abstract. Do you have a preference, in terms of
image-making?
DS: Not really, sometimes an image association begins a painting, sometimes it’s a color I want to use,
sometimes it’s something I’ve experienced that has sat in my head a long time before I get to it and it
finds it’s form. Camping with Cy is one of those. It comes from a camping trip in Canada where a ball of
spaghetti lightning came down the river toward us. At other times, a Tarot card would start a painting
and bring some Civil War history with it. Then it becomes combined with a decapitation painting from
India with its stylized spurting blood. Then there is the natural ebb and flow of my work that moves between observation, allusion to reality, and abstraction. This has happened repeatedly over forty years.

Q: Landscape is a frequent subject of your paintings,
but I’ve often wondered to what degree you are
immersed and influenced by a specific physical landscape
vs. the psychological landscapes that your work also
seems to imply. Is the physical and the psychological
a shared space for you?
DS: It is not often a specific landscape although there are a few exceptions. Landscape is a vehicle to
relate to the entire world of human endeavors. While I did landscapes as an undergraduate, it was
more the influence of Field Painting that formed my approach to painting them. The paintings expand
beyond their borders while tenuously forming composition to accentuate the boundaries of each
painting. Paintings like All Verduns Look Alike are nothing like the Verdun battlefield of WWI, but get
the point across about the tremendous loss of life that happened there and happens to all contested
landscapes over and over again. The painting Ode embraces the idea of the landscape of national cemeteries and the staggering losses they contain without a reference to a specific site.

Q: Even within works that seem simple and direct in their
forms and depictions, there is often a lot of subtle depth
to the colors. Do you work in multiple layers over time?
DS: More so in some paintings than in others. The “stained” paintings were done that way with many
layers of thin color applied over a traditional gesso panel. In general, I do additive work rather than
adding and removing areas. This is especially true of early hybrid works and has basically stuck with me
over the years.
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Q: You’ve painted for a long time now. What do you
think paintings should do? What internal aspiration do
you have for your own paintings?
DS: The most difficult question. Paintings and drawings are often different to me in their intent. Paintings aspire to the grand gesture and try to be inclusive and expansive in their embrace. How much
they embrace is directly related to their success. Often they are gentler to me in how I think of them
but must have a direct visual impact. Drawings are pointed and focused on a direct understanding and
exposition of content while painting leaves a lot of room for the poetic, for the serendipitous choice of
color as when you reach for a tube and pick a different one up instead. What a painting should do has
certainly changed over time. Sometimes they were just fun like reacting to a person you met like Wild
Bill the furrier, but even then the idea embraces how you should be until the day you die and are finally
tamed. You stay awake and aware of the decisions that you make (from the moment you gesso the surface) or are made for you that you accept as coming from another side of life.

Q: Do you have a methodology that works for you at
this point? Do you have a plan of attack or do you just
plunge into a new painting with just a vague notion of
where you want to go?
DS: I am nothing if not vague. Ask my students. Giving the blank and ambiguous meaning is what
making art is all about. Ambiguity allows for a broader understanding and by combining with an image
association stretches the space of inquiry. The only formal gesture in the last several years has been the
use of a horizon line either implied at the top of the painting or as a slim bar at the bottom. It anchors
the ambiguous by affirming a world.

Q: Since our project has forced you into the storage
barn to pull out works you haven’t seen in a while, how
do they look to you now?
DS: I haven’t found one that is an embarrassment, and I’ve been surprised that some look better than I
think they did directly after painting them.

Q: Someone once remarked that, as a painting professor,
you tend not to share your own work with your
students. Is there a reason for that?
DS: Every now and then I show some images of my work to students, but I don’t feel the need to do it
every year. Maybe I think they will be bored by it, or that it’s only important to me and nobody else. I
also want them to think of their own work and spend class time on their own thoughts since there’s so
little time to work, because they have so many other classes. Over the years I have grown more private
and talk less, feeling more isolated. Well, the world of art has moved on and painting for many artists
and students seems less relevant now, and maybe it’s just my age but it feels like your own relevance is
much more personal to just you.

Farewell To Horace, 1997, oil on canvas, 60 x 48.5 in
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A Gift For You, A Gift For Me, 2010, oil on canvas, 48 x 60, Collection of Kateri Gemperlein-Schirm

Q: Given that painting is ultimately such a personal
form of expression, how do you approach teaching it?
Do you focus on practical and formal elements and
leave the rest to the student? Are there specific cues you
always share or means you find effective when poking
a burgeoning artist to find their own visual language?
DS: I hope I treat beginning artists as I was treated with a respect for their newness. There’s a line in
Magister Ludi that goes something like, “A magic dwells in each beginning and protecting us tells us
how to live.” I come down on the side of magic and to embrace as a friendly companion the anxiety of
facing the blank unknown that is the beginning of every painting. I treat teaching as a mental inquiry
and discipline. For beginning artists I talk a lot about questioning their sense of approach and honing in
on their ability to “see” and not just look at something, objective seeing, to engage thinking in a similar
fashion. Objective seeing, not objective copying necessarily, is important for any discipline either in the
arts, sciences, or anything really. I think I heard a Ted Talk on it. Practice being discriminating in painting, demanding that you get to the end of a painting with absolutely everything exactly as it should be
with everything being accounted for down to the last bit of chance that has contributed to the painting’s conclusion.

Q: A Gift For You, A Gift For Me is one of those rare paintings where you’ve employed a significant amount of
negative space. Can you talk about that a bit? Are these
respective gifts separate and irreconcilable?
DS: This painting is from something I witnessed one day. There were two vertical cloud masses separated by a large space of sky, and I was driving toward them. The scale of the clouds to land is exaggerated, and they were grayish in nature but I turned them red and more threatening, making them into
the double-edged quality that nature has. These two cloud masses are contrasted with the calm, green
pastoral bottom further establishing that quality.

Q: A work like Angry Words addresses the problem of
communication with considerable bluntness and only
a few other pieces share this theme. Having depicted that
problem so directly, was that sufficient? Some artists
might spend their whole career exploring that problem
and its nuances.
A: I was moving through those small paintings fairly quickly, treating some of them more as sketches
of ideas. There were two paintings associated with that idea and one drawing. The two paintings are
Angry Words and I Regret What I Said, the drawing is A Saint Withstands a One-sided Argument. I don’t
know if it’s sufficient, but when I get angry I usually get over it fairly quickly although there are some
people who will always piss you off, most especially if they have betrayed you.
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Q: You’ve been painting for decades now—how do you
think the form has changed, if at all, from the time you
first started painting?
DS: When I started painting, Abstract Expressionism was king, and if you weren’t doing that you weren’t
considered relevant. So I did nudes and landscapes. So beyond the art movements that painting has gone
through my work has undergone a number of transformations and has arrived back at landscapes but with
an edge that can be political, environmental, or related to social history as they embrace a nuance of figuration
and abstraction.

Q: What is the Ring Of Fire? To the songwriter June Carter,
it was about falling in love with Johnny Cash. Is yours the
same ring?
DS: Pretty much so. It was the song we sung at our wedding with the family joining in with the chorus.
I know both verses and if one of the students produces anything with fire in it I might start singing it.

Ring Of Fire, 2013, oil on canvas, 36 x 48 in

Q: It shouldn’t be surprising to encounter an allusion to
John Milton in your work, with its underlying question
of a lost paradise, which could be seen as a pervading
theme through much of your work. But in a work like
Milton’s Magic, it seems like you are tapping into that
wild beauty that Milton often seemed to recognize in
the universe.
DS: It took me a moment to remember that painting. There are references to many things lost or
imperiled in my paintings and I hope that my paintings can reach to elements of the universal either
in grief or joy. Having said that and thank you for the thoughts, I think the title was Melton’s Magic
but I like yours better so that’s what it will be. The painting is associated with the camouflage clothing company here in Batavia that has since closed and with all the hunting that is done around here.
People dress in all sorts of gear, but my favorites are the turkey hunters. They really get into it and they
are dressed and painted most like military camo. Wild turkeys are really smart. There is a wild beauty
here and more than one painting is based upon it. One night I was snowshoeing in the woods with a
headlamp on and suddenly the sky erupted and clumps of snow came down as a flock of turkeys took
off from nesting in the trees.

Q: Can you tell us a little about how you paint? Do you
have common points of departure for your works?
do you have a regular method for pursuing the visual
goals of your work?
DS: Every painting is different and with differences evident over time. Each period had me working in
different ways, sometimes layering stains of color, at others individually gluing and wiring elements to
a painting. When I ended that phase I would place a layer of color down on either a wall or panel and
scratch through the next layer of color producing a kind of scratchboard. Later that method moved to
canvas and finally disappeared as I became more involved with inventing patterns and forms. In those
I would continually add pattern to it until an individual pattern might become the basis for an entire
painting as in Ode. My paintings have expanded in an additive manner or contracted and concentrated
into simplified forms and patterns.
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The Sea of Milk, 1992, oil on canvas, 28 x 38 in

Q: You mentioned Ode. Can you talk more about that
work? Its delicate dotted patterning in languid, natural
lines connotes a deeply resonant sense of meditation,
interrupted only by a small white square.
DS: It is a meditation on the dead who lay in our large national cemeteries with a mausoleum in the
middle. If you have never been to one you have to go and see and feel the sacrifice of those who died
for their feeling of country or for their brothers and sisters-in-arms. These large cemeteries stretch acre
upon acre upon acre. Like it or not, the visual effect resonates with your sense of patriotism.

Ode, 2003, oil on canvas, 36 x 42, Collection of Kateri Gemperlein-Schirm

Q: What is The Ascetic’s Path? It looks lush and beautiful
but the legs in the work that are entering into the path
also seem somewhat tentative. Is it a path you are on? Or
a path you have reservations about?
DS: Well, some would say we are all on that path whether we know it or not. The painting started with
an image of the perforated leaf from The Thin Red Line and in many ways reflects the dreamy and deadly quality of that film. The legs are depicted as either jumping over a puddle or about to go into it. That
is really the ascetic’s path, to be of this world by jumping in or jumping over it. Maybe the trick is to
jump in but be aware and watchful like you have to do when walking through the jungle.
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The Ascetic’s Path, 1999, oil on canvas, 48 x 60 in, Collection of Kateri Gemperlein-Schirm

Q: Are there painters contemporaneous to yourself with
whom you’ve always felt an affinity?
DS: I like outsider artists. They are real to me and touch things that relate directly to their lives, their
sense of the spirit, and to me their work is full and rich. They do not have an agenda or strategy for
making it in the art world. I admit to not following painting that much lately, and it’s a failing, but since
I am really getting old I can relate to artists in most of the important movements. Of those, Barnett
Newman’s and Ad Rinehart’s writings have meant a lot. I’ve always liked looking at all sorts of paintings, and a long list of artists have done interesting and beautiful work. I am married to an artist whose
work I respect, then there is Roger Brown, Sue Coe, Ed Ruscha, Sean Scully, Ben Shahn, Mark Tansey,
Mark Tobey, Cy Twombly, Anselm Kiefer, Jacob Lawrence, George Tooker, and on and on.

Q: Who are some of the historical painters you’ve
admired the most?
DS: Matisse is an art hero, working right up to the end and evolving into the next generation.
I had the privilege to teach at UCLA in the 70’s and visit both his cutout paintings and his nude reliefs
every day. Gertrude Stein’s word portrait of him is on the mark. Vuillard for how his patterned dressed
figures leapt from a different pattern of wallpaper or foliage, Goya for those war pictures, George
Catlin for his flamingo nesting grounds painting I saw at the Carnegie Museum every time I visited,
Church for his American flag in the sky paintings, Bonnard for his bath painting at the Carnegie with the
little dog lying on the rug while a woman reclines in her tub in a tiled bathroom, Inness for his
dusk landscapes, and of course, Charles Burchfield for energizing the spirit-space between things.

Milk and Blood, Madonna Without Succor, 2002, oil on canvas, 60.75 x 70 in, Collection of the Artist

Q: In both he is dead, he is risen and The Red Pavilion,
we see totemic forms and their backgrounds rendered
in a shared palette of deep red and blue. Can you tell us
more about those? In their simplicity, they seem to achieve
an impactful presence and a lasting impression.
DS: Both paintings started out with a relationship to the secret pavilion where Krishna snuck off to
have a tryst with Radha, his lover. There are many references to these meetings in Indian paintings. The
Red Pavilion has a burning yoni with two breast-like mounds on either side. This is clearly sexual and
relates to those meetings, but Resurrection has an animal foot-like shape coming up from the ground
with a rod supporting it or pushing it up. The three-toed aspect is a reference to the Christian trinity.

He Is Dead, He Is Risen, 1993, oil on panel, 47 x 48 in
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Q: Where does the show title All The Glad Variety derive
from?
DS: I think I read an Appleby mystery that had a opposite version of that line in it, but if not, it’s part
of a title from a book by Fergus Robson, All The Sad Variety of Hell… about the underbelly of London. I
made it into All The Glad Variety for a painting that I did in 1990 that was in the Carnegie International. The painting was on a white ground and effervescent with everything I could think of to put into it
at the time. It seemed to make sense for this show that has many of the stylistic changes my work has
evolved through.

Hanuman Lifts Off, 1989, oil on canvas, 36 x 48 in
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